Abstract We make a statistical study of the energy sources of high-velocity phenomena, Herbig-Haro (HH) objects. IRAS counterparts of HH objects are identified. Their colors, brightness, geometric relation to the HH objects and SED are analysed. The sources are found to be concentrated in a band-shaped region in the IRAS color-color diagram. We suggest an explanation of thick surrounding material for this distribution. We propose a new method for identifying the energy sources based on color and brightness. This method is applied to more than 200 HH objects whose energy sources are still unknown. Finally, a group of very young stellar object candidates which have similar properties to the HH energy sources is picked out. Their large-scale distribution is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Herbig-Haro objects are a kind of semi-star, semi-nebula objects associated with star forming regions. Although such objects were noticed by Burnham as early as 1890s, they did not attract much attention until the late 1940s until their independent rediscovery by Herbig and Haro in NGC 1999 . A few years later, these objects were named Herbig-Haro objects for the first time by Ambartsumian (Reipurth 1997) . In the following half-century, the observation and theoretical research on HH objects have undergone great development, making notable contribution to the entire field of research on star formation. The latest General Catalogue of Herbig-Haro Objects (Repurth 1999) records some 500 HH objects.
There was a dispute on the essential characteristics of HH objects arisen in the middle of the 20th century. Herbig (1951) pointed out that their energy comes from the energy released by T Tauri stars during their mass ejections while Hoyle (1956) argued that the energy may come from accretion. It was even proposed that an HH object is a radiator containing stars inside (Bome 1956 ). It was not until some remarkable progress was made in the field of star formation that astronomers got to know the essentials of HH objects. Now it is widely accepted that "HH E-mail: ywu@bac.pku.edu.cn objects are small-scale shock regions intimately associated with star forming regions" (Reipurth 1999 ). In the shocked and cooling down regions, under proper temperature (∼ 7000 K) and density (n e ∼ n × 10 3 − n × 10 4 ) (Reipurth 1997) , strong [SII] , [OI] and some other special lines will be excited in gas clumps, giving rise to the semi-stellar semi-nebular appearance. Since this is a typical circumstance arising from bipolar outflow process of star formation, HH objects have become good tracers of star forming activities. Moreover, the HH object is produced at the early stage of star formation, so, compared with other star formation tracers, it has a shorter time scale and obvious characteristics in observation, which makes it a more direct and accurate tracer of the early stage of star forming activities.
To identify and study their energy sources is not only the key step to find the essence of HH objects, but also an effective way to probe the star formation process. Identifying the energy source, however, is a difficult issue. The current method is identification through geometric symmetry, bow shock direction, and proper motion. But the energy sources that can be identified with such data are limited. More cases are conjectured using multi-wavelength data such as near-infrared, Hα, 1.3 mm emission and so on. Up to now quite a number of HH objects still have their energy sources unidentified. A thorough study of the relationship between the characteristics of energy sources and young stellar objects (YSOs) is needed. To this end, a statistical study of known HH energy sources will help to reveal some characteristics of early-stage, young stellar objects, which in turn will not only help to explore the mechanism of the origin of HH objects, but also can be used to select candidates of early-stage YSOs which have similar properties to HH energy sources for further study.
In Section 2 we identify the IRAS counterparts of known HH energy sources. The brightness, colors, and other properties of the energy sources are analysed in Section 3 and 4. Based on the results obtained, we try to identify the energy sources in the other cases in Section 5. In Section 6 we pick out a group of early aged YSO candidates and discuss their large scale distribution.
IRAS IDENTIFICATION OF ENERGY SOURCES OF HH OBJECTS
The General Catalogue of HH objects (Reipurth 1999) lists about 140 energy sources of HH objects. These energy sources excite the majority of known HH objects. Among those 140 sources, some drive more than one HH object, some even entire HH clusters. Based on the General Catalogue (Reipurth 1999) , the Catalog of Infrared Observations (Gezari et al. 1996) and a Pre-Main Sequence (PMS) Star Catalog (Weintraub 1990) , we find 102 HH objects among the 140 to have IRAS counterparts. The fraction of sources with IRAS counterparts is more than 70%. In this paper, we first make a statistical study of these IRAS energy sources.
Figures 1a and 1b show the histograms of the linear distance (pc) and the angular distance (arcmin) between the HH and its IRAS energy source. We see that most HH objects are located within 0.5 pc of their energy sources and are concentrated within 0.2 pc. Nearly all the HH objects are within 10 arcmin of their energy sources.
PROPERTIES OF HH ENERGY SOURCES

Luminosity
The bolometric luminosities of the identified IRAS sources are calculated according to Casoli et al. (1986) :
2 × 1.75 × (F 12 /0.79 + F 25 /2 + F 60 /3.9 + F 100 /9.9) .
The frequency distribution of the IRAS luminosities of the HH energy sources is shown in Fig. 2 . One can see that 80% of these sources have a L 5−1000µm less than 50 L . Only 11 sources has a larger luminosity than 300 L . These data suggest that the HH energy sources are primarily low-mass objects. To investigate the difference between the IRAS energy sources and other nearby IRAS sources, we picked out all the IRAS sources that are within 10 of the HH object. There were 83 cases where other IRAS sources besides the one identified as the energy source of the HH object were found within the 10 area. In 57 (or 70%) of these 83 cases, the IRAS energy source is the brightest source (largest L 5−1000µm ); in 17 cases (or 20%), the HH energy source is the second brightest. These two groups make up 90% of the cases. This result shows that the HH energy source has a stronger infrared radiation than the other nearby "non-energy" sources.
Color
Figures 3a and 3b are the IRAS colorcolor diagrams of the energy sources and nearby sources: Fig. 3a plots log f60 f25 vs. . We can see from these two plots that the HH energy sources are concentrated in a band, and the nearby sources are not so concentrated. In Fig. 3b the band is almost parallel to the abscissa. This feature suggests that the rate of emission increase with increasing wavelength is faster in the shorter wavelengths than in the longer wavelengths. In the longer waveband, the energy sources have a similar color index close to 0.0. The difference may be due to the energy sources being deeply embedded in dusty material, which shields the radiation from the central star. Large dust grains are mainly silicates, they tend to exist in regions with a lower temperature than around a YSO. These large grains around the source have a strong infrared emission peaking at about 100 µm (Krügel & Walmsleg 1984) . Thus, two consequences will be expected. First, the spectral energy distribution (SED) of these energy sources will reach a maximum at about 100 µm, so in the 60-100 µm range radiation will vary slowly here with a small slope in the SED curve, while the opposite will be the case for the 12-25 µm range. Also, when the surrounding material is thick enough, long wavelength emission is dominant and some uniform character in long wavelength flux can be expected for different energy sources. All these will lead to the band-shaped distribution in Fig. 3 . Observations and theoretical analysis have already presented evidence for circumstellar envelopes and disks of Class I and II YSOs (Rucinsk 1985; Adams et al. 1988; Lada 1987) . Second, such a thick envelope will have a strong infrared emission itself, resulting in a large observed infrared flux, which agrees well with the conclusion derived from Section 3.1 that the HH energy sources have large IRAS luminosities.
In an attempt to get more precise results, we removed all those IRAS energy sources that have one or more quality factors below 2. The remaining good-quality IRAS sources are replotted in Figs. 4a and 4b. Obviously, an even tighter distribution (marked out with straight lines) of the HH energy sources appears as we had hoped. The band-shaped region can now be expressed as:
From 
SED ANALYSIS OF HH ENERGY SOURCES
Since the radiation flux of the HH energy sources varies slowly in the 60-100 µm range their SED there is flat, so their evolutionary status in the PMS period should be close to that of class I or class II sources. For this, we plot the color-color diagram for the group of class I, class II, and class III sources given by Chen et al. (1995) (Fig. 5) . We find that nearly all the class I and part of the class II sources fall well inside the band, while class III sources do not. It can also be seen that the class I and class II sources are separated from one another at about log f25 f12 = 0.4. It is possible that with the surrounding material becomes thinner and weaker, the YSO moves from log f25 f12 > 0.4 region to the 0 < log f25 f12 < 0.4 region. As the circumstellar material is dispersed, the position of the YSOs in the diagram will be dispersed, too. The fact that the band-shaped distribution has a definite beginning and ending suggests that HH objects can only happen during a certain phase corresponding to a certain range in the thickness of the surrounding material.
To test the effect of mass on the band-shaped distribution, we put a group of high-mass H 2 O maser sources (L bol > 5000 L ) given by Wu et al. (2001) on diagram (see Fig. 5 ). They also fit well into the band. Moreover, it seems that these sources fall quite close to the class I sources. This suggests that the band-shaped distribution is rather sensitive to evolutionary age. Its appearance tells the fact that the sources in the region are very young.
IDENTIFICATION OF HH ENERGY SOURCES
The statistical result shows that the energy sources of HH objects are class I or class II YSOs. Comparing with other IRAS sources, the IRAS HH energy sources have a larger IRAS luminosity and are located in a particular band-shaped region in the color-color diagram. With these characteristics, we can now try to identify the energy sources for those HH objects whose energy sources are yet unknown. First, we picked out 13 HH objects whose energy sources have been suggested by other methods but not been confirmed in the General Catalogue (Repurth 1999), they are HH 132, 192, 197, 212, 224, 227, 251, 281, 290, 360, 392, 422, and 427 . They all have more than one nearby IRAS sources. Taking HH 227 as example, there are four IRAS sources within 10 of HH 227; we put all four on the color-color diagrams (see Figs. 3a and  3b) . We find that IRAS 06571-0441 falls in the band-shaped energy source region in the two diagrams. It also has the greatest IRAS luminosity among the four sources. And the other three fall outside the band-shaped region. So we take IRAS 06571-0441 (marked by a cross with a circle outside in Fig. 3) as the candidate IRAS energy source for HH 227. In this way, we identified the energy source candidates for the 13 HH objects. On comparing our results with the suggested sources in the General Catalogue we find agreement in all cases except in case of HH 422.
Then we applied this method to more than 200 remaining HH objects without known energy sources. The results are listed in Table 1 . Column 1 (and 5) names the HH object, column 2 (and 6) and 3 (and 7) give the position (B1950). Column 4 (and 8) names the identified energy source. Some HH objects have no nearby IRAS sources nearby; -these are marked "n". In some cases we find none of the nearby IRAS sources qualified as the energy source candidate and that the driver of the HH object may be some other infrared or radio sources around; -these cases are marked "m". Cases where the present method is ineffective are marked with "c". Finally, we have 96 HH objects whose energy sources are identified by the present method.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF EARLY-STAGE YSOs IN THE GALAXY
The sources located in the band-shaped region of the color-color diagrams have rather red color indices and large IRAS luminosities and are closely associated with HH objects. These are very important characters of early-aged YSOs. We utilize these characters to pick out candidates of early-stage YSOs which need further study for their evolutionary status. Our criteria are: 1) colors: we confine to the band region in the color-color diagrams as specified at the end of Section 3.1; 2) the quality index Q, we restrict Q ≥ 2; 3) galactic latitude, we only accept the candidates whose galactic latitude are between +25
• and -25 • for excluding infrared galaxies. We pick out a group of candidates from IRAS PSC according to the criterion above. The selected YSO candidates are shown in galactic coordinates over a background of the Columbia CO Sky Survey (Dame et al. 1987) . They are compared with the distribution of HH objects and another typical star formation indicator, molecular outflows (Wu et al. 1996) in the vicinity of the Galactic Equator (see Fig. 6 ). Figure 6 shows that the early-stage YSO candidates are closely associated with HH objects and outflows. In some famous star formation regions like Taurus, Orion and Perseus, the candidates are concentrated. In other regions where HH objects or outflows data are not available, the concentrated appearance of YSO candidates suggest that large scale star formation may be proceeding in these regions. It is worth searching for new HH objects or molecular outflows in such regions. 
SUMMARY
The major conclusions we draw in this paper are as follows: 1) The majority of energy sources of HH objects have IRAS counterparts. They usually have a greater IRAS luminosities and are younger than other nearby IRAS sources.
2) HH objects are commonly located within 0.5 pc of their energy sources, and the peak of distribution is within 0.2 pc. However, some of them could be as far as several pc; in angular distance, most of them are within 10 arcmin of their sources. About 80% of the IRAS energy sources have an IRAS luminosity less than 50 L , which suggests that the energy sources of HH objects are chiefly low-mass sources.
3) The energy sources of HH objects appear in a particular band-shaped region in IRAS color-color diagrams. Using this color characters and combining with luminosity data we have identified the energy sources of hitherto unidentified HH objects.
4) The energy sources of HH objects are class I or class II type young stars which are wrapped inside thick circumstellar material. The band-shaped distribution in color-color diagram is evidence of this surrounding material. We use this color property to pick out early-stage young stellar objects which have similar characters to HH energy sources to trace the large scale star forming activities. Besides, a group of YSO candidates are picked out and plotted on the CO distribution of Columbia Sky Survey, together with HH objects and outflows. These sources are worthy of further study.
